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5/12/98
Harrietsweetharriet Trying to understand …

Stock
Price
$52.93

Things are very upbeat at Enron. We just celebrated "Enron Day" for the stock
hitting 50. It was quite a treat. Enron is a wonderful company to work for, many
perks. And, yes, I get my stocks through Enron, another perk.
169

5/13/98

Enron 1400 Smith
Street

I know something you
don't know …

$52.31

Lots of action on the 50th floor. Look for a spin off soon.
184
5/15/98 EI Police
FYI
$50.75
Enron International's computing equipment and services (this includes E-mail
and Internet usage) are to be used for Enron business purposes. Enron is the sole
owner of all data created, stored or transmitted using company equipment or
services. Enron can, and does, electronically monitor the use of its equipment to
ensure that employees adhere to above policy. Failure to abide by these
restrictions may subject individuals to disciplinary action as well as civil and/or
criminal prosecution.
238
6/17/98 JanisJoplin298
ENE
$49.75
ENE the virtual company. Profits for 10 years forward being taken in current
years. When you shake it down what do you have? The paper mache company.
3402

3/01/00

arthur86plz

Debt

$69.00

Dig deep behind the Enron financials and you'll see a growing mountain of offbalance sheet debt which will eventually swallow this company. There's a reason
they layer so many subsidiaries and affiliates. Be careful.
10,693

3/25/01

longmidc

Re: ENE status

$59.40

ENE has extremely intelligent employees - agreed. This is offset by selfish,
personal-book focus management that has allocated several billion dollars to
themselves that should have gone to the shareholders. There is not a business case
in the universe where a CEO is worth $1 billion, let alone a dozen other executives.
These clowns are the most overpaid management team on earth, bar none. They
treat employees like dirt. To quote ENE management "it's the systems, not the
people. We can put anyone on the trading desk and they will succeed, because they
are trading for ENE."
11,460

4/12/01

enron is a scam

Enron will soon collapse

$57.30

It will soon be revealed that Enron is nothing more than a house of cards that will
implode before anyone realizes what happened. Enron has been cooking the books
with smoke and mirrors. The Enron executives have been operating an elaborate
con scheme that has fooled even the most sophisticated analysts. When the truth
is uncovered, those analysts and ENE investors will feel like a raped school girl.
The first sign of trouble will be an earnings shortfall followed by more warnings.
Criminal charges will be brought against ENE executives for their misdeeds. Class
action lawsuits will complete the demise of ENE.

